The number of applications relying on inference from machine learning models is already large and expected to keep growing. For instance, Facebook applications issue tens-oftrillions of inference queries per day with varying performance, accuracy, and cost constraints. Unfortunately, existing inference serving systems are neither easy to use nor cost effective. Developers must manually match the performance, accuracy, and cost constraints of their applications to a large design space that includes decisions such as selecting the right model and model optimizations, selecting the right hardware architecture, selecting the right scale-out factor, and avoiding cold-start effects. These interacting decisions are difficult to make, especially when the application load varies over time, applications evolve over time, and the available resources vary over time.
Introduction
Machine learning (ML) is proliferating across a variety of disciplines and applications such as video analytics [35, 49] , sentiment analysis [17, 51] , advertisement recommendation, and scientific computing [37] . Most research and engineering effort from both the ML and distributed systems communities (e.g., TensorFlow [10] , PyTorch [25] , MXNet [1] ) have focused on the model training phase by optimizing the convergence time of algorithms and improving resource utilization. The training phase is usually characterized by long-running hyperparameter searches, dedicated hardware resource usage, and no completion deadlines. In contrast, inference is user-facing. It requires cost-effective systems that render predictions with strict latency constraints while handling unpredictable and bursty requests arrival rate. The number of applications relying on inference is already large and expected to keep growing. For example, Facebook services tens-of-trillions of inference queries per day [32] . Figure 1 summarizes challenges of inference serving, which we detail further in Section 2: (1) Query rates to a particular model can be unpredictable and vary over time, which makes it non-trivial to design scaling and resource management policies. (2) Applications issue queries that differ in latency, cost, and accuracy requirements. Some applications can tolerate a lower accuracy in exchange for low prediction latency while others cannot. Some queries are latencysensitive (online), while others are large batch jobs (offline). Applications often target the same model for both online and offline queries. (3) Methods such as knowledge distillation [41] , or compiler optimizations such as TVM, TensorRT, and SageMaker Neo produce versions of the same model, model-variants, that may differ in inference cost and latency, memory footprint, and accuracy. These techniques further increase the decision space for which model to choose based on a user's, potentially varying, performance requirements.
To address these challenges, an inference serving system needs to have the following desirable properties: First, the system must use dynamic scaling and resource management policies to account for query rate variability. Second, the system should concurrently support queries with a wide range of latency, throughput, and accuracy requirements without requiring significant user effort to manage or configure the system. And finally, a query's performance requirements should govern which model-variant to select, and the system needs to make this decision in a time-efficient manner to avoid violating performance requirements. The user should not be required to know or even select which model-variant is most suitable to meet their application's requirements.
While recent work has improved the performance of ML inference systems, ease-of-use and resource efficiency remain challenges. Frameworks such as TensorRT [8] , TVM [21] , and AWS SageMaker Neo [15] optimize pre-trained models for hardware acceleration by fusing layers and using lower precision arithmetic when appropriate. However, users are responsible to configure the target hardware and what precision and batch size their models should be optimized for. General model serving systems, such as Clipper [22] , TensorFlow Serving [11] , and the TensorRT Inference Server [7] give users the ability to deploy ML models on their own infrastructure, while cloud offerings such as AWS SageMaker [12, 14] , Google Cloud ML [28] , and Azure ML [4] manage the infrastructure for the users. However, these systems require users to make critical deployment decisions such as: the instance type and hardware to use, the model-variant to query, and how to configure autoscaling. This composition forces users to fix their model-variants to a particular hardware platform, as well as resource management and scaling configurations.
The manual resource and configuration management by the user has both performance and cost implications. For example, GPUs usually have much lower latencies for large batch queries but with high loading overhead, while CPUs generally have lower load latencies and perform better with small batch sizes. GPUs also cost more than CPUs: at least 6× higher on AWS [18] . Such decision complexity is further exacerbated when a model's query pattern changes over time. The tight coupling of models to the underlying infrastructure and resource management techniques also forces service providers to use dedicated resources per-user. Models are normally kept loaded and persisted to meet the stringent performance requirements of users, especially for unpredictable loads. This results in resource under-utilization, limited hardware and resource configurations, and scalability limitations. Additional hardware options, such as FPGAs [3] , Google's TPU [38] , AWS Inferentia [19] make the problem of manual configuration further challenging. This paper presents a managed and model-less INFerenceas-a-Service system (INFaaS). INFaaS decouples application needs from the underlying models and hardware resources, thus allowing the applications, hardware, scaling policies, and resource management techniques to evolve independently. INFaaS allows users to query any registered model that captures latency, cost, and accuracy requirements through a simple API. INFaaS selects a model-variant along with the hardware to run it on based on the specified performance requirements -hence the term model-less. To improve resource utilization and reduce cost, INFaaS shares modelvariants across user queries on heterogeneous hardware and avoids persisting models that are idling. INFaaS manages when model-variants should be scaled by adding/removing replicas and/or by upgrading/downgrading to a differently optimized model-variant. Using 44 model architectures and 270 model-variants, and comparing to state-of-the-art inference serving baselines under a realistic workload, INFaaS demonstrates 2× higher throughput and 3× fewer SLO violations while having similar CPU utilization and over 6× higher GPU utilization.
Our key contributions include: • The first managed and model-less inference serving system that rids the users of optimizing their models on available hardware so as to meet performance and cost requirements of their inference queries.
• A light-weight selection policy that navigates the large space of model-variants and leverages them to automatically meet various application constraints.
• A mechanism that allows sharing of heterogeneous hardware resources and models across user applications to improve utilization and user-costs.
• An autoscaling algorithm that dynamically scales models in multiple ways to respond to the changes in application load and requirements.
Motivation
We begin by describing the challenges of existing inference systems and the insights that led to the INFaaS system.
Selecting the right model-variant
A model-variant is a version of a model architecture that runs on a single hardware platform. Within a model architecture, variants achieve the same accuracy but differ in the target hardware platform, the resource usage, and the achieved throughput and latency. Across model architectures, variants also differ in the achieved accuracy. The number of model-variants for a specific task such as image classification can be large as we have multiple model architectures to begin with (e.g., ResNet50 and VGG16), multiple programming frameworks, (e.g., TensorFlow and PyTorch), multiple compilers (e.g., TensorRT and TVM), and multiple optimization goals (e.g., optimize for batch 1 or batch 32). For example, ResNet50 can have a PyTorch variant that runs on CPU and a TensorRT variant optimized for batch-8 and FP16 that runs on a NVIDIA V100 GPU. Each hardware architecture is unique in terms of its performance potential and optimization requirements. For instance, CPUs are currently a cost-effective choice for inference queries with relaxed latency requirements and low batch sizes [32] , while GPUs provide more than 10x higher throughput especially for large batch sizes [2] . FPGAs allow for optimizations for batch-1 inference with very narrow datatypes. As new inference accelerators are introduced, such as Google's TPU [38] and Amazon's Inferentia [19] , and new optimization techniques emerge, the number of model-variants will only grow.
Existing systems require that users identify the modelvariant that will meet their performance, accuracy, and cost requirements. Even if a user selects a model architecture, differences in memory footprint, startup latency, supported batch size, and multiple type of hardware options in cloud platforms gives rise to a large and complex search space. Figure 2a demonstrates that for an image classification task, model architectures and their corresponding model-variants differ greatly in terms of accuracy, inference latency, and peak memory utilization. Even when we focus on variants with inference latencies less than 50 ms in Figure 2b , the search space remains large and tedius to parse. The "ensemble method" employed by Clipper and Rafiki [22, 53] can be thought of as a way to get around the need for users to select models. They send each inference request to multiple candidate variants and select that best result. This approach leads to increased cost, and does not clearly define how candidate model-variants should be chosen from a large space. We argue that inference systems should instead automate the selection of a single model-variant that meets the user's performance, accuracy, and cost constraints. Insight 1: The inherent diversity of model-variants across and within hardware platforms can be leveraged in order to meet diverse user requirements for performance, accuracy, and cost. Insight 2: An abstraction that maps user requirements to the underlying model-variants is necessary in order to have (1) a simple high-level API for inference, and (2) fast and automatic model-variant selection.
Varying usage patterns and SLO requirements
Query patterns for services such as real-time language translation and video analytics can vary unpredictably [32, 39] . An inference serving system can either provision resources for the peak load, or scale automatically in response to load variations. Peak provisioning leads to underutilized resources, while autoscaling can introduce significant start-up latency for loading a model-variant on a particular hardware platform. The startup-latency can vary depending on the frameworks used for the models and the state of the system. Most existing inference serving systems end up underutilizing resources as they overprovision by pre-loading and persisting all the models indefinitely or for long periods of time in anticipation of serving requests when needed [4, 7, 11, 22, 28] . Hence, an effective autoscaler that responds to changes in user and model load patterns is needed.
There are three options for scaling in response to changes in load. First, a model-variant can be horizontally scaled across additional machines. Since inference serving is embarrassingly parallel, increasing the number of workers will result in proportional increases in throughput and cost. The latency of horizontal autoscaling can also be significant as new VMs or containers must be spawned. Second, if the variant underutilizes hardware resources, we can replicate it on each existing machine(s), which is a form of vertical autoscaling. For example, latency-sensitive or online inference jobs use small batch sizes (1 to 8), which limits parallelism and resource utilization on hardware platforms. However, throughput may not increase linearly with the number of replicas. Finally, we can choose a different variant that is better optimized for the increased load (e.g., increase batching to gain throughput potentially at the cost of latency) or a variant that runs on different hardware within the same machine (e.g., move inference from the CPU to a GPU or an inference accelerator).
Since the query load can change unpredictably over time and accuracy, latency, or cost constraints can also be adjusted, it is not obvious which autoscaling option(s) should be used in and in what order. To illustrate the tradeoffs, Figure 3 , shows that adaptive batching on GPU can achieve up to 2.5× higher throughput than a single replica while incurring minimal latency degradation. In contrast, replication improves throughput by at most 45% with Inception-ResNetV2 (Figure 3-left) , while making both latency and throughput worse for MobileNetV1 (Figure 3-right) . On CPUs (shown in Figure 4 ), adding replicas doubles the throughput without sacrificing latency. We believe adaptive batching leads to larger matrix multiplication -the predominant operation in inference processing -that unlike GPUs, leads to higher latency and lower throughput on CPUs. Insight 3: The system must automatically decide whether to horizontally scale, replicate, or select a different variant as load changes without sacrificing latency.
Sharing in the face of multi-tenancy
While effective autoscaling can rightsize the amount resources allocated for each inference job as load varies, each job typically utilizes a fraction of the resources on the underlying machine. As is the case with all other workloads for in cloud platforms, multi-tenancy is also needed in order to best utilize hardware resources. Specifically, there is an opportunity to share both resources and models across users to improve the overall cost, utilization, and even performance. Popular model architectures, such as ResNet50, tend to be commonly queried across several users and applications.
Virtual machines and container frameworks allow for effective multiplexing of user workloads on shared CPU and memory resource. In contrast, multi-tenancy of accelerators is still challenging. Hence, most existing inference systems allocate dedicated full accelerators, GPUs or FPGAs, to each user and model leading to low resource utilization and ultimately increased total total cost of ownership (TCO). Recent work [29, 54] has shown the benefit of sharing GPUs for deep-learning training jobs. ML inference is less demanding for compute and memory resources than training, thus making it an ideal candidate for GPU sharing [34, 56] . Figure 5 shows the result of co-locating one large and one small model on a GPU. At low load, GPU sharing does not affect the performance of either model. At higher load, sharing heavily impacts the performance of the small model, while Figure 5 . The impact of co-locating two models, the large Inception-ResNetV2 and the small MobileNetV1 , on one V100 GPU. Each graph shows the latency-load for each model running alone versus sharing the GPU. When sharing, we send the same load to both models. Both variants are optimized for batch-1 using TensorRT.
the large model remains unaffected. Thus, we conclude that GPU sharing is promising, but must be carefully managed.
An additional opportunity is to multiplex resources for online and offline inference jobs. Large offline jobs, such as historical data analysis [48] and image labeling at Pinterest [36] tend to process large amounts of data in a batch and are typically long-running (i.e., minutes to hours). Most existing systems provide separate services for online and offline inference [14, 28] , which leads to resource fragmentation. Since offline jobs are not latency sensitive, they can run along with online inference tasks during their periods of load or medium load. The tradeoff is in maximizing the resources used by offline jobs while minimizing the impact to online jobs [43] . Insight 4: Sharing CPU and accelerator resources across both users and models, can reduce costs for both services providers and users. Insight 5: Offline queries can execute as best-effort jobs to absorb slack resources from online queries, but interference must be managed. Insight 6: The inference serving system must make resource management decisions to maintain high resource utilization without violating any performance and cost constraints. component are presented in Section 4. Users interact with INFaaS using the workflow and API outlined in Table 1 .
INFaaS Overview

Model registration workflow
Users register models using the register_model API. This API takes a model binary (e.g., a GraphDef or SavedModel for TensorFlow or a NetDef for Caffe2) along with metadata about the model, including its architecture, framework, accuracy, task, and the dataset it was trained on. Users specify whether a model is public or private; access to private models is restricted to the users specified by the owner. INFaaS verifies the accuracy of a public model on the submitted validation dataset before successfully registering the model as a security precaution. The register_model API notifies users of the status of model registration. Unlike existing systems, public models are common across all users, and only need to be registered once for all users to interact with it.
Query submission workflow
Users can list the registered model architectures and variants using the model_info API. This provides users with a standard naming scheme to interact with INFaaS. Figure 7 demonstrates INFaaS's model-less abstraction that is guided by Insight 2. This abstraction allows users to express their requirements in three different ways, from the most generic to the most specific: API Parameters register_model modelBinary, modArch, framework, accuracy, task, dataset, submitter, isPrivate model_info submitter, task, dataset, accuracy online_query submitter, input(s), modVar online_query submitter, input(s), modArch, latency online_query submitter, input(s), task, dataset, accuracy, latency offline_query submitter, inputPath, outputPath, modVar offline_query submitter, inputPath, outputPath, modArch offline_query submitter, inputPath, outputPath, task, dataset, accuracy Table 1 . INFaaS User API Specify use-case: Users who do not know which variant or model architecture is most suitable for their performance requirements can simply specify the task and dataset of their query. They also define latency and accuracy requirements to guide INFaaS in selecting variants.
Model-less Abstraction
Specify model architecture: Users can specify a model architecture and a latency requirement, allowing INFaaS to select the variant that works best for the specific model load and system state.
Specify model-variant: Users who know which variant they want to query can specify this to INFaaS. This is the only option in existing inference systems.
INFaaS provides three different online_query and offline_query API functions that map user requirements to model-variants using the model-less abstraction. Users can submit a batch of inputs to increase throughput. Prior to servicing online jobs, INFaaS verifies the input's dimensions are valid for the particular query. offline_query calls require the user to provide the input and output object storage paths (e.g., an AWS S3 bucket [13] ). Both paths are validated prior to job initiation. Since offline queries pertain to large batches of inputs, they are processed as best-effort jobs. Hence, INFaaS does not provide a latency option for the offline_query calls. Figure 6 depicts the steps an inference queries goes through. For an online query to a registered and accessible model:
Life cycle of typical queries to INFaaS
❶ The user submits a query using the API from Table 1 . ❷ The master selects a model-variant, then selects a worker to process the query. ❸ The query proceeds to run on the variant's target hardware platform. ❹ Upon completion, the result is returned to the user.
For offline queries, INFaaS immediately acknowledges the request and schedules them asynchronously. The results are stored in the user-specified output object store.
We describe further details of INFaaS's key components, model-variant selection process, and the autoscaling mechanism in Sections 4 to 6.
System Design
As depicted in Figure 6 , INFaaS is a multi-tenant system with a hierarchical master-worker style architecture. The master collaborates with workers to select model-variants and manage heterogeneous resources. Master: The master is a logically centralized coordinator that receives model registration requests and inference queries using the INFaaS Front-end. The Dispatcher & Load Balancer component then selects a model-variant based on (1) the query's performance requirements, and (2) the current system state (e.g., which models are running or overloaded). INFaaS caches the model-variant selection decisions made for recent queries to expedite the incoming queries with similar objectives. Details of these selection policies are discussed in Section 5. The Load Balancer aids the dispatcher to level the work across workers by monitoring CPU and GPU resource utilization, as well as overall current load on the workers (measured in QPS). The load balancer communicates with the monitoring daemons running on each of the workers to get the resource utilization statistics. The master is also responsible for scaling up and down the number of workers based on current load. The master's Autoscaler monitors in the background and is off of the critical path of serving queries. For fault-tolerance, the master is replicated following commonly used existing techniques [20, 30] . Workers: Worker machines execute the inference queries on loaded model-variants. Hardware-specific Executor daemons manage the deployment and execution of model-variants. Figure 6 depicts GPU and CPU executors; INFaaS's modular design allows for other executors to be plugged in as new hardware platforms emerge. For each incoming query, the worker-level Dispatcher forwards requests to a specific model instance running on the proper executor. The Autoscaler component works with the Monitoring Daemon to scale model-variants as needed within the Worker. Section 6 discusses both of these scaling algorithms in detail. Model Repository: The Model Repository stores the modelvariants to make them accessible to workers when needed to serve queries. Model Profiler and Optimizer A model registration request goes through the Model Profiler that generates different feasible variants and profiles them for statistics such as their inference latencies, loading latencies, and memory footprints. The one-time profiling is necessary for model-variant selection and autoscaling and occurs on a dedicated set of machines. We measure the load and inference latencies for each model-variant for a set of batch sizes of 1, 4, and 8. We also note the peak memory utilized by each model-variant. We predict expected inference latencies for other batch sizes using linear regression on the profiled memory footprints for these model-variants as follows. First, we observe from Figure 8 
For compatible frameworks and intermediate representations, INFaaS generates optimized versions of variants for use on hardware accelerators. For instance, INFaaS uses TensorRT to generate mixed-precision optimized variants for batches 1, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64, consuming lowest to highest GPU memory, respectively. As we will discuss in Section 6, these variants are used for autoscaling on GPU. These generated variants are also profiled the same manner as models submitted by users. Currently, INFaaS supports this optimization step for the TensorRT framework [8] , but this can be extended to similar frameworks [21, 46] . Metadata Store: The master and workers rely on the Metadata Store for data needed to make the decisions described above. This metadata mainly consists of (1) the information associated with available model architectures and their variants, such as accuracy, expected inference latency, loading latency, and other profiled values, and (2) the resource usage statistics of the worker machines, the currently loaded model-variants, and the QPS of the loaded variants. The stored model information is organized per the model-less abstraction described in Section 3.2. Resource utilization statistics are updated by the respective executors and monitors. Metadata stored this way enables faster access of the global state of resources and available models without needing a direct communication between the master and workers (which could quickly become a bottleneck). The majority of queries to the metadata store are for reads, since it functions as a decision-making medium. One-time updates, (e.g., whether a variant is running on a worker) are immediately added to the metadata store, while updates such as hardware utilization occur every few seconds (typically, 1-2). We discuss the implementation of the metadata store in Section 7. if inDecisionCache(modelArch,batch,latency) then 3:
return
Algorithm 1 describes how INFaaS selects a model-variant for a query where the user specifies a model architecture and a latency target. The algorithm can have three outcomes. In the first case, INFaaS finds the inputted batch and latency requirement in its decision cache, indicating that it was recently processed. If the variant is running and not overloaded, it is selected and sent to the worker that reports the lowest QPS (i.e., is the least loaded) for the model-variant. A variant is labeled as overloaded if its current QPS and average latency exceed the profiled values. The worker monitoring daemons update the metadata store with this information. In the second case, the cached variant is no longer running, or the decision cache returns no variant. In this case, INFaaS proceeds to search through all variants under a model architecture. If a variant is running that meets the batch and latency requirements, and is not overloaded, it is selected and again sent to the worker that reports the lowest QPS for it. In the third case, INFaaS finds no running variants, and proceeds to pick and load a variant with the lowest combined loading-inference latency that matches the submitted query's requirements. Here, INFaaS sends the query to the worker with the lowest utilization on the variant's target hardware while also load balancing to avoid hotspots.
For brevity, Algorithm 1 does not show the decision algorithm when a use-case is specified. The main difference is that Line 5 is a query to the metadata store for the top N model-variants that meet the user's accuracy requirement. Although N is configurable, we set it to 7, the average number of model-variants per model architecture, to get a range of variants from different frameworks that target different hardware platforms without having to do an exhaustive search over the large search space.
INFaaS makes these decisions on the order of hundreds of µs to ms. We assess these latencies further in Section 8.6.
Autoscaling
Automatically scaling the underlying resources is critical to achieving INFaaS's vision of managed and model-less inference serving. These components interact and cooperate together to achieve the goal of managed and model-less inference serving. INFaaS supports autoscaling by scaling up or down (1) the number of worker machines, (2) the number of model-variant replicas, and (3) the types of model-variants on the worker machines. These tasks are divided amongst INFaaS's master and workers as follows: (a) the master ensures there is a sufficient number of worker machines at each time by monitoring each worker's resource utilization, and (b) the workers ensure there is a sufficient number and type of model-variant replicas running based on changes in load.
Master autoscaler
The master autoscaler is responsible for monitoring each worker's resource utilization to decide if a new worker should be brought up/down. Worker monitoring daemons update their respective hardware resource utilization and the average latency of each running model-variant every 2 seconds to the metadata store. If INFaaS detects latency spikes, or that a worker's resource utilization has exceeded a threshold (set at 80%), the master's autoscaler temporarily "blacklists" the worker to avoid transiently overloading it. The load-balancer diverts requests to other workers in this case. If the latency spike is due to GPU sharing contention, the autoscaler starts a new worker with a GPU if all available GPUs are heavily utilized. When scaling up, we add a CPU-only instance only if the CPU utilization is exceeded and no GPU model is experiencing contention. This decision maintains low costs by avoiding idling of GPU resources in the event that CPU models are predominantly running. We add a new worker if the resource utilization of all the workers exceeds a threshold; we empirically set this threshold to be 65% to compensate for the start-up latencies. Similarly, idling or underutilized worker machines are brought down.
Worker autoscaler
Each worker runs an autoscaler process that responds to changes in load for all running model-variants. It performs either variant replication to fully saturate CPU and GPU resources or variant upgrading by switching to a model that uses more efficient batching or a different hardware feature.
The autoscaler takes into account model loading latencies and acts conservatively allocating the resources necessary to absorb small spikes above the current load without the need for autoscaling actions. Scaling Up: We compare the current load of a model-variant w curr var to the maximum load it can serve with the currently allocated resources w max var . We define w curr var as the batch sizeweighted request rate. w max var is proportional to the variant's inference latency (inversely), supported batch, and current number of replicas. If the delta drops to what is necessary to serve 5% load spikes, we trigger autoscaling. If the modelvariant is running on a CPU, the autoscaler either performs (1) variant replication (i.e., adds more replicas) or (2) variant upgrading, (i.e., use more cores or upgrade to a GPU variant). For instance, for a CPU variant, the autoscaler estimates the number of CPU replicas needed to be added to serve the load, and leverages the profiling data to calculate the total loading latency, peak memory, and hardware cost of this choice. This is compared against upgrading to, say, a TensorRT optimized variant. The autoscaler chooses the one with lower cost and lower resource consumption. If the decision requires upgrading to a GPU variant while on a CPU-only worker, the worker will coordinate with the master to load the variant on a worker with a GPU. From our analysis in Section 2.2, INFaaS does not allow variant replication on the same GPU. If the variant is running on a GPU, the autoscaler upgrades to a variant with a higher batch size for improved adaptive batching at the cost of higher GPU memory consumption. Scaling Down: Scaling down entails checking if the current load can be supported by removing one replica in the case of CPUs, or downgrading to a lower batch variant for GPUs. For the latter, if the running variant has batch-size of 1, it considers downgrading to a CPU variant. To avoid scaling down too quickly, the autoscaler keeps a count, T , of consecutive time slots where the load can be supported by removing a replica or downgrading. In our experiments, we set T to 10 for CPU variants and 20 for GPU variants.
Implementation
INFaaS is implemented in about 6,800 lines of C++ code. INFaaS API and communication between master and workers are implemented using gRPC in C++ [5] . Users can interact with INFaaS by issuing gRPC requests in any language. INFaaS uses AWS S3 for its model repository [13] .
On the master machine, the front-end, dispatcher & load balancer, and model registration are different threads within the same process for fast query dispatch. The autoscaler runs as a separate process, polling system status every 2 seconds.
On the worker machines, the dispatcher and monitoring daemons run as separate processes. The monitoring daemon updates the resource usage in the metadata store every 2 seconds. We built the GPU executor using the TensorRT Inference Server-19.03 [7] , which supports running TensorRT, Caffe2, and TensorFlow. We deploy a custom Docker container for PyTorch models. We use TensorFlow Serving container for TensorFlow models on the CPU [11] The autoscaler main thread monitors load for model-variants every second and makes scaling decisions, which also manages a thread pool for loading and unloading model-variants. We run all monitoring and autoscaling threads with low priority (nice value 10) to reduce interference to inference threads.
The INFaaS's metadata store is implemented as a keyvalue store that replies to master and worker queries within hundreds of microseconds. Specifically, we use Redis [50] and make queries using the Redox C++ library [9] . We currently run the Redis server on the same machine as the master to reduce model-variant selection latencies, but can run separately as needed. Data structures and the underlying storage is optimized for reads that constitute the majority of queries. In the event of a key-value store failure, we recover the static information about model-variants from the most recent key-value store snapshot. The monitoring daemons update the dynamic state of workers including the modelvariants running on them, the QPS supported by them, and their load and inference latencies.
Evaluation
Experimental Setup
We deployed INFaaS on AWS EC2, using m5.2xlarge instances for masters with 8 vCPUs, 32GiB DRAM. Workers are deployed on p3.2xlarge and m5.2xlarge instances. The former has 8 vCPUs, 61GiB DRAM, one NVIDIA V100 GPU. All CPUs are Intel Xeon Platinum 8175M operating at 2.50GHz. All instances run Ubuntu 16.04 and the 4.4.0 kernel, and up to 10Gbps networking. Baselines: To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing system that provides a model-less and fully-managed interface like INFaaS. State-of-the-art serving systems require users to specify the model-variant and hardware per-query. Hence, we use INFaaS configurations that approximate the resource management policies, autoscaling techniques, and APIs of existing systems such as TensorFlow Serving [11] (TFS), TensorRT Inference Server (TRTIS) [7] , Clipper [22] , AWS SageMaker [14] , and Google CloudML [28] as baselines. This allows us to compare model and resource management without the variability caused by differences in the execution environments between these systems, such as the RPC libraries and container technologies.
We compare INFaaS to the following baseline configurations for online query execution:
STATIC: Pre-load all model-variants and set a pre-defined number of running replicas. This strategy is used by TRTIS and TensorFlow Serving. We consider two static cases, one where only GPUs are used (GPU-S), and one where only CPUs are used (CPU-S).
INDV: Individually horizontally scale each model-variant by adding or removing replicas within the same worker or across multiple workers, but without variant upgrading. This approach approximates Clipper, SageMaker, and CloudML. Model-variants used in our experiments: Table 2 shows all model architectures and the number of model-variants associated with each. As discussed in Section 2.1, the number of variants depends on the framework, supported hardware platforms, and operations supported by compiler frameworks. We used 270 image classification model-variants spanning 44 widely used model architectures. Model-variants are pre-trained on ImageNet [24] inceptionv3  11  resnet101  11  resnext  3  squeezenet1.1 2  zfnet512  7  mobilenet0p5160  6  vgg13  2  resnet50  18  squeezenet  7  inceptionv2  13  densenet201  5  resnet101v2_2  6  mobilenet  10  inceptionv1  13  reference  7  resnet152  11  resnet50v2  3  mobilenet0p25128 6  vgg19  12  nasnetlarge  3  vgg19_bn  2  nasnetmobile 3  vgg16  18  densenet169  5  alexnet  9  resnet34  2  resnet101v2  3  googlenet  7  inceptionv4  6  xception  3  densenet121  12  resnet152v2_2  6  resnet18  2  squeezenet1.0 2  vgg16_bn  2  mobilenetv2  3  densenet161  2  inceptionresnetv2 9  resnet50v2_2  6  resnet152v2  3  vgg13_bn  3  vgg11  2  resnext50 3 vgg11_bn 2 be optimized by TensorRT, INFaaS generates 6 optimized variants from batch 1 to 64. We used TensorRT version 5.1.2.
Does INFaaS improve ease-of-use?
The key goal for INFaaS's managed and model-less approach is to simplify the use of serving systems. In the absence of a direct user study, we can draw conclusions about the userfriendliness of inference interfaces by comparing the knobs users need to configure to use them in Table 3 . Compared to existing systems, INFaaS's users do not need to configure any knobs for model-variant selection, hardware selection, autoscaling strategy, or mixing online and offline queries.
INFaaS users specify latency and accuracy requirements, and INFaaS automatically manages the serving system. With minimal configuration, users can access INFaaS by specifying their high-level performance goals. Nevertheless, INFaaS supports expert users that want to exert direct control over the settings (e.g., specifying a model-variant).
Does INFaaS share resources effectively?
We evaluate INFaaS's ability to manage and share resources across multiple models by sending an increasing amount of concurrent requests to two GPU model-variants, InceptionResNetV2 and MobileNetV1 (shown in Figure 9 ). Both models have been optimized with TensorRT for batch-1, but have very different resource needs and latencies. We send 16 and 18 concurrent non-batch requests to Inception-ResnetV2 and MobileNetV1. We measure the average latency and throughput over a window of 4 seconds. For Inception-ResnetV2, the initial load is 32 images/second and gradually increases to 180 images/second at 140 seconds. For MobileNetV1, the load starts from 36 images/second and reaches 200 images/second at 140 seconds. We choose the final load based on the saturation throughput of the Inception-ResnetV2 variant on the GPU. We set the latency SLO based on the average inference latency of each variant when running alone on the GPU (30 ms for Inception-ResnetV2 and 20 ms for MobileNevV1).
We compare INFaaS to 2 simple resource management strategies: running each model exclusively on a separate GPU (Exclusive) and co-locating the 2 models on a single GPU without scaling to a new machine (Sharing). As shown in Figure 9 , INFaaS scales the number of GPU workers between 1 and 3. Note that the number of workers in each figure depicts how many workers used to serve a variant: from 88 to 128 secs, the second GPU worker only serves MobileNetV1. When only considering throughput, a single GPU is sufficient to serve the load placed on both models. INFaaS uses multiple GPUs to reduce latency and meet SLO.
In Figure 9 , INFaaS starts by co-locating the two modelvariants on one worker. As the load increases, INFaaS detects an SLO violation for MobileNetV1 around 88 seconds and starts a second GPU worker. Around 140 seconds, the load increase causes INFaaS to start a third GPU worker for serving both models. The sharp spikes and drops in INFaaS's latency and throughput are caused by a new worker being added, which incurs a temporary GPU warm-up penalty and GPU model loading latency. We can address this issue by reserving a pool of standby GPU worker machines during high load periods that proactively load frequently queried GPU variants. In contrast, both the exclusive and sharing alternatives can have long-term latency issues. The exclusive strategy suffers when the allocated GPU resources to one model are not sufficient, as it cannot use any other underutilized resources. The sharing strategy suffers due to inteference and lack of resource fairness between the two models. INFaaS can share one GPU across multiple model and scales to more GPU workers at high load to mitigate interference between different models. Next, we evaluate the efficiency of CPU sharing by colocating online and offline queries on a single worker. We use ResNet50 and pre-load two TensorFlow CPU replicas and one TensorRT-8 instance on GPU. The online requests start from a 500 ms SLO and 2 images/second rate, gradually increasing to 10 images/second. At 40 seconds, the SLO switches to 20 ms, and at 60 seconds, the load increases to 300 images/second before decreasing symmetrically after 80 seconds. The SLO switches back to 500 ms after 100 seconds. For the offline job, we send one offline request at the beginning of the experiment that has a workload of 1000 input images and specifies the ResNet50 model architecture. Figure 10 contrasts the performance for online and offline queries when running alone and when co-located. INFaaS maintains similar latency and throughput for online requests in both cases by limiting the offline query processing when it detects SLO violations or high resource utilization for online queries. There are three troughs in Figure 10b : 20-40 seconds and 100-120 seconds are caused by high load on CPU variants, while 60-80 seconds is due to high load on GPU. At 110 seconds, INFaaS stops processing offline jobs due to an online SLO violation. The online query latency returns to meet the SLO requirement shortly after. INFaaS can effectively share resources across models, as well as online and offline requests, without penalizing performance.
How well does INFaaS scale with load changes?
We focus the autoscaling evaluation on a single worker, as INFaaS differs from existing systems by more efficiently using a worker's resources. Horizontal autoscaling in INFaaS behaves the same as existing serving systems. We use a single model architecture (ResNet50) on a single GPU worker and vary the load starting at a relaxed SLO (500 ms) with 5 images/second, and gradually increase it to 50 images/second. We switch to a strict SLO (20 ms) at 30 seconds and further increase the load to 800 images/second, then decrease symmetrically back to 50 images/second and switch back to 500 ms SLO at 80 seconds. The final load is 5 images/second.
We compare INFaaS with GPU-S, CPU-S, and INDV methods explained in Section 8.1. For GPU-S, we keep one instance of a TensorRT variant optimized for batch-8 since it is sized to serve the provided peak load. For CPU-S, we maintain 2 TensorFlow CPU containers. For INDV, we only replicate the TensorFlow CPU container and limit up to one running instance of a TensorRT variant optimized for batch-1. As shown in Figures 11a and 11b , GPU-S achieves the highest throughput and lowest latency. However, it comes at the highest cost, since it exclusively occupies the GPU even during low load. CPU-S has the lowest cost, but violates SLOs when the load is higher. It also cannot maintain throughput for high load. The INDV strategy, which only uses model replication for CPU and no adaptive batching on GPU, has limited throughput (shown in Figures 3 and 4) . Figure 11c shows the benefit of using both model-variant replication and variant upgrading in INFaaS. At lower load, INFaaS scales to two CPU replicas. It then upgrades to a TensorRT variant optimized for batch-1. As the load increases, INFaaS gradually upgrades to variants that are optimized for higher batch sizes to enable adaptive batching, which maintains low latency while achieving similar throughput as 
GPU-S.
When the load decreases, INFaaS detects the change and steadily downgrades to a lower batch variant and eventually back to a CPU variant, equalling CPU-S's cost.
We now quantify the cost savings using Figure 11 . An AWS GPU instance is currently at least 6× more expensive on AWS than its equivalent CPU instance [18] . For simplicity, we only consider the cost for hardware used at a given timestep (e.g., charge for a GPU instance if a GPU is used and for a CPU instance if only CPU is used). INFaaS saves 38% compared to the GPU-S approach, as it only uses the GPU when needed. It is 4× more expensive than CPU-S, but still offers 100× lower latency and 65× higher throughput. INFaaS scales and adapts to changes in load and query patterns, and maintains low cost by better resource allocation.
Putting it all together
We evaluate the end-to-end performance of INFaaS on a realistic workload with all 44 image classification model architectures. We expect INFaaS to meet the majority of user requirements when serving models with diverse query patterns, and right-size resources as load changes.
We designed a load generator that submits user requests following the Poisson distribution commonly used to simulate cloud workloads [16, 40, 44, 55] . Since model popularity tends to follow the Zipf distribution [42] , the workload designates 20% of the models to be popular and share 80% of the total load, while the rest are cold. We selected top 20% (9) popular model architectures based on the number of variants in Table 2 . Among these popular models, we assigned ResNet50 and VGG16 to be the two most popular so that they represent 20% and 15% of the total load, respectively. We generate requests using 79 client threads, with one thread per cold model, four threads for popular models, and eight threads for the two most popular models. Figure 12 shows the offered load. It starts at 50 requests/second and gradually increases to 500. Each level is maintained for 80 seconds.
We compare with STATIC and INDV (described in 8.1) that persist 16 CPU-only workers and 8 GPU workers. INFaaS starts with 5 GPU workers and scales to 8 at high load, as shown in Figure 12 . Since existing systems require the user to select a variant, we specify one as follows: If a model architecture has both CPU and GPU variants, we select the CPU variant with lowest inference latency. Otherwise, we pick the fastest GPU variant that supports the smallest batch size. For INFaaS, we specify the SLO for each model architecture based on the average inference latency of the chosen variant when running alone, but provide no model-variant. Figure 13 shows that INFaaS can achieve 2× higher throughput than STATIC and violates 3× fewer SLOs. This is attributed to leveraging both variant scaling and variant upgrading, where INFaaS can upgrade to a GPU variant while the baselines can only replicate variants. INDV has lower throughput and violates more SLOs due to frequently incurring a load latency penalty and the absence of variant upgrading. As depicted in Figure 14 , INFaaS maintains a high CPU and GPU resource utilization while keeping SLO violations at about 10%. Utilization is around 50% for CPU since INFaaS avoids overloading CPU models that have a lower QPS limit. For GPU, INFaaS has over 6× higher GPU utilization than both baselines at high load, since it leverages GPU sharing.
We also add 8 concurrent offline requests to evaluate the efficiency of resource management and resource utilization. Each offline request has a workload of 500 input images and specifies the ResNet50 model architecture. As shown in Figure 13 , INFaaS w/offline maintains similar throughput and SLO violations as INFaaS running only online jobs. Across 3 runs, an average of 3,275 of the 4,000 images processed by offline, which runs as a best-effort job. Moreover, Figure 14 shows that adding offline requests to INFaaS further improve the resource utilization. INFaaS achieves higher performance and resource utilization than the baselines. It also reduces cost at low load by spinning down worker machines. Figure 15 shows the fraction of query processing time spent on making decisions about which model-variants and workers to use. Each colored bar corresponds to the same TensorRT batch-1 variant being selected in 3 scenarios: (1) user explicitly specifies it (ModVar), (2) user specifies ResNet50 and a latency constraint of 10 ms (ModArch), and (3) user specifies the classification task and the ImageNet dataset, along with a latency constraint of 10 ms and an accuracy of 75.3% [33] Figure 14 . Average worker GPU and CPU utilization for the realistic workload. CPU utiization corresponds to core usage while GPU utilization corresponds to GPU DRAM memory. INFaaS maintains high resource utilization without creating contention between running models. architecture is provided, INFaaS quickly finds a model-variant that meets the latency SLO if it is loaded, or spends more time selecting a variant if none are loaded. Similarly, when a use-case is provided, INFaaS leverages its decision cache to select a model-variant if it is loaded, or searches a subset of the large search space. ResNet50 has the highest NL decision latency as it has the most model-variants-18. INFaaS maintains low overheads (1.6 ms when using the decision cache and less than 12% of serving time for TensorRT models), and keeps SLO violations low using loaded variants when possible.
What is the overhead of INFaaS's decisions?
Limitations and Future Directions
White box inference serving: INFaaS currently treats ML models as black boxes. Opening the black box of models offers additional opportunities to optimize inference serving [42] . For instance, intermediate computations could be reused across "similar" model-variants. We leave model-less inference serving with white box models to future work. Offline queries with performance SLOs: INFaaS currently supports best-effort execution for offline requests with no support for performance SLOs. Understanding how to efficiently schedule and process offline requests in a multitenant environment given the users's inputs, deadlines, and cost requirements needs further exploration. INFaaS's modular design allows it to be extended to work with existing and new deadline-driven scheduling techniques [26, 52] . Query preprocessing: INFaaS currently assumes that the queries are pre-processed (i.e., video decoding, image cropping, and scaling). However, many machine learning applications have complex and compute-intensive pre-processing pipelines that are difficult to deploy. We plan to support input query pre-processing by adopting high performance data processing libraries such as NVIDIA DALI [6] and Weld [47] .
Related Work
Serving Systems and APIs: Clipper [22] lets users specify latency constraints and use adaptive batching to increase throughput without violating SLO. Amazon SageMaker [14] , Google Cloud ML [28] , and Microsoft Azure ML [4] are enterprise cloud offerings with separate online and offline services. All three services autoscale models based on usage load, but cannot scale fast enough to serve bursty query patterns. SageMaker features Elastic Inference [12] , which allows users to only use a portion of a GPU to reduce cost. TensorRT Inference Server [7] lets users deploy CPU and GPU models, statically configure the maximum number of model replicas, and leverages adaptive batching. TensorFlow Serving [11] supports TensorFlow models with GPU acceleration and employs static batching. Halpern et al. proposed Tolerance Tiers for ML-as-a-Service, where users programmatically trade off accuracy and latency [31] . INFaaS leverages user accuracy and latency requirements to select a suitable model-variant. Scaling: Swayam [30] is a model-based CPU autoscaler that accounts for SLOs to achieve high resource utilization. Unike Swayam, INFaaS shares models across different services and SLO boundaries. Autoscale [27] reviews scaling techniques and argues for a simple approach that includes slack resources and not scaling down recklessly. INFaaS's worker autoscalers use slack resources for headroom, and both master and worker autoscalers use scaledown counters. GPU Sharing: NVIDIA MPS [45] enables efficient sharing of GPUs, which Tiresias [29] and Gandiva [54] exploit for deep-learning training. TrIMS [23] is an ML caching layer that manages models for CPUs, GPUs, and cloud storage. TensorRT Inference Server, TrIMS, Salus [56] , and SpaceTime GPU Scheduling [34] allow users to share GPUs either spatially, temporally, or both. INFaaS uses the TensorRT Inference Server for GPU sharing, and can leverage one or more of these techniques in the future.
Conclusion
We presented INFaaS: a managed and model-less inference serving system. INFaaS's allows users define inference tasks and performance/accuracy requirements for queries, leaving it to the system to determine the model-variant, hardware, scaling configuration. We quantitatively demonstrate that INFaaS's policies for model selection and resource management and sharing lead to better throughput, fewer latency SLO violations, and better resource utilization compared to existing approaches for managing inference serving systems.
